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Abstract
A novel pedestrian detection method based on maximum entropy threshold and random
forest classifier is presented in order to detect effectively pedestrian in infrared images.
The entropy of target and background is calculated respectively, and the sum of entropy
of target and background is maximized to obtain the maximum information between
target and background distributions in the image. According to the rule of maximum
entropy, the segmentation threshold value is selected to get interest regions. The
morphological and experiential methods are used to further eliminate noise effect. The
interest region is transformed to eigenvector by wavelet transform. Random forest
classifier is applied to distinguish pedestrians from non-pedestrian candidates.
Experimental results in different infrared images show that the method presented has high
correct detection rate and low false detection rate with fast calculation speed.
Keywords: pedestrian object; maximum entropy threshold; infrared image; random
forest classifier

1. Introduction
Pedestrian detection is one of the main issues of computer vision. It provides necessary
information for many different applications such as night vision, target acquisition,
tracking, surveillance and monitoring [1].
IR images has low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [2-3] and hence cannot provide proper
visualization of the objects captured. IR images looks like either very dark or bright
white-based on the cloud presence in the environment. Non-pedestrian objects and
background information interrupt the detection. Thus pedestrian detection in IR images is
very difficult. Generally, the temperature of people is higher than the environment
temperature and their heat radiation is sufficiently high compared to the background.
Therefore, in infrared (IR), images pedestrians belong to the upper range in the gray-level
scale and are sufficiently contrasted with respect to the surroundings, thus making IR
imagery particularly suited to pedestrian localization. Obviously, other objects that
actively radiate heat, such as automobiles, trucks, buses, and motorcycles, have a similar
behavior; however, people can be recognized thanks to their shape and aspect ratio.
Driven by the decreasing cost of IR sensors, night vision systems have gained more
and more interest in recent years, and thus increasing the need of pedestrian detection at
night.
Unfortunately, pedestrian detection is a challenging task due to the non-rigidity of
human body and environmental factors. Generally, Pedestrian detection [4] includes two
phases: regions of interest (ROI) generation and object classification. Segmentation
locates multiple ROIs from infrared images and classification identifies pedestrians from
the ROI.
Concerning the various approaches proposed in the literature, for ROI generation,
thresholding based methods [5], detection based methods [6], and adaptive thresholding
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methods [5][7] are commonly used method for segmenting foreground objects. In [7], the
algorithm cannot deal with situations like pedestrians walk shoulder to shoulder or
pedestrians staying close to other obstacles like road signs or trees. A dual threshold
method is used in [8], also fail in some situations like identical pixels at pedestrian area
and adjacent background area. Tian et al. [9] extract the target regions from the raw data
by using an adaptive thresholding based image segmentation algorithm. Template
matching methods include improved template matching [10] and scale invariant template
matching [11]. These matching methods fail to detect the shape of the pedestrian and are
sensitive to noise.
Broggi et al. [12,13] use vertical symmetry derived from gray levels and vertical
gradient magnitude to select candidate regions around each relevant symmetry axis.
Shashua et al. [14] obtain 75 ROIs/frame by filtering out windows based on the lack of
distinctive texture properties and noncompliance with perspective constraints on the range
and size of the candidates. Cao et al. [15] perform an exhaustive scan on the particular
rectangle region in which the pedestrians might cause a collision with the vehicle to
generate the candidates.
Once the ROI have been obtained, different feature extractions and pattern classifiers
can be applied to distinguish pedestrians from non-pedestrian candidates. The shape,
appearance, and motion features are the most important cues for pedestrian detection,
such as the raw image intensity [16], gradient magnitude [17], and edge [18]. Triggs uses
Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [19,20] feature.
Referring to the classification techniques, the typical classification techniques are
template matching [18], Artificial Neural network (ANN) [21], Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [16] [20] and Adaboost [15]. Obviously, SVM is the most popular learning
method and often produces accurate classifications with most of the features, but it
requires heavy computation if there are lots of candidates. The Random Forest (RF)
which combines several randomized decision trees, is one of the most popular tree-based
classifiers and has produced comparable accuracy in various applications, such as human
detection, smoke detection, and object detection.
In this work, the pedestrian detection method in infrared images using maximum
entropy threshold and random forest is presented. The proposed method consists of two
modules, smart regions of interest (ROI) generation and object classification that is
different from others.
The ROI generation module includes image segmentation and candidate selection. The
image segmentation adopts maximum entropy threshold method to determine the
foreground based on the probability distribution in IR images. The maximum entropy
threshold of image is interpreted as indicative of maximum information transfer. The
image foreground and background are considered as two different signal sources, so that
when the sum of the two class entropies reaches its maximum, the image is said to be
optimal threshold. Entropy based segmentation method is the one of the best segmentation
methods [22]. The proposed maximum entropy threshold method can segment multiple
ROIs that contain exact pedestrian objects. Once the ROIs have been obtained, feature is
produced by wavelets transform and random forest classifier is used to recognize the
pedestrian objects. Experimental results demonstrate proposed method’s effectiveness.

2. Regions of Interest Generation
2.1. Image Segmentation Based on Maximum Entropy Threshold
Entropy is a measure of image information content. Let X denote an image of size M×
N with L gray levels, and f( x, y) is the gray level of a pixel in ( x, y), f( x, y)∈{ 0, 1, …,
L－1}. Let Ni is ith gray-level frequency. Image entropy is defined as follows:
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The sum of target entropy and background entropy is defined as follows:
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Optimal threshold can be selected by maximizing the entropy of target and
background. The maximum information is obtained by maximized Ψ(s) between the
target and background distributions in the image. The discrete value s which maximizes(s)
is the threshold value.
2.2. Interesting Candidate Regions Generation and Selection
The steps of ROI generation which includes image segmentation based on maximum
entropy threshold and candidate selection are as follows:
Step1: Image preprocessing. Median filter is used to filter noise, which is benefit to the
subsequent steps.
Step2: Thresholding. The threshold for segment is obtained by maximum entropy
threshold method to get binary image of pedestrian object candidates.
Step3: Postprocessing. Morphological method and experience-based judgment are used
for eliminating interfering regions or noise. There are many noise points after image
preprocessing and thresholding. The open-close morphology operation is used to
eliminate noise and small object with vertical rectangle-shaped structure element. The
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characters such as shape, size and position are utilized to remove the interfering regions.
Considering the width-to-height ratio of pedestrian, which is about 0.4, some interfering
regions can be eliminated when width-to-height ratio is larger than the threshold. To
prevent misjudgement, the width-to-height ratio could be set 0.8 to 0.9. Figure 1 shows
the process of Regions of Interest Generation.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(a) Original Image (b) Maximum Entropy Thresholding after Filtering (c) Processing by
Morphology Operation (d) Candidate Regions

Figure 1. The Process of Our Method

3. Feature Extraction
The train samples are selected from candidate regions segmented by maximum entropy
threshold. Sample images are normalized to 30×16 size, and done histogram equalization
to eliminate the influence of illumination. Part enlarged samples are shown in Figure 2.

(a) Pedestrian Samples

(b) Non Pedestrian Samples

Figure 2. Part Samples of Train Sets
Feature vector of candidate region is extracted using wavelet transform. We select a
proper wavelet function coif1 to decompose image at one level. The low frequency
component, horizontal, vertical and diagonal high frequency components are obtained.
The four components are combined into a column vector, which is the desired feature of
ROI.
Figure 3 is a sample of pedestrian image wavelet decomposition. The original image is
decomposed into four components: the approximation (cA1), and the details in three
orientations: horizontal (cH1), vertical (cV1), and diagonal (cD1).
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cA1

cH1

dwt

cV1

cD1

(a) Wavelet Decomposition

(b) Wavelet Decomposition at One Level

Figure 3. Wavelet Decomposition of Pedestrian Image Sample
Figure 4 shows feature extracting method. Firstly the ROI image is decomposed into
four components by wavelet decomposition. Then each m×n component image is mapped
to (m×n)×1 single vector, as shown in Figure 4 (b). Lastly 4 (m×n)×1 vectors are
connected to (4×m×n)×1 feature vector, as shown in Figure 4 (c).

...
...
...

...
...

(a)Wavelet Decomposition Components (b) Combined Vector of Each Wavelet
Decomposition Component (c) Feature Vector of Image

Figure 4. Flow Chart of Feature Extraction Applying Wavelet Decomposition

4. Pedestrian Classification Based on Random Forest
Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble classification method [23]. RF is a combination of
multiple decision trees, where each tree is constructed by evaluating a random subset of
feature dimensions.
During training, a collection of samples propagates through the tree. At each node, the
training set is split in two new sets and each set is transferred to one of the two child
nodes. This process is repeated until a stopping criterion is reached, such as the maximum
node depth, or the minimum number of samples in a node. The split function maximizes
the homogeneity after the split, thereby implicitly maximizing the homogeneity in the leaf
nodes. A random subset of feature dimensions is tested at each split, after which the best
single or subset of feature dimension is used for splitting. Because of this randomization,
RF requires strong single feature dimensions and a large number of training samples per
dimension. Consequently, high-dimensional data is challenging. Also, bagging is used,
where the initial training set is randomly sampled with replacement.
During testing, each test sample traverses all decision trees in the forest. In each tree,
the unknown sample reaches a single leaf node. The tree returns the class distribution of
this leaf, normalized to the prior distribution of the training set of the tree. The final
classification score is constructed by combining the distributions of the individual trees.
The probability value of classifier is output at each tree. In learning step, random
forests randomly select feature dimensions to split tree nodes. Information gain is applied
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in node splitting. A leaf node has a probability distribution, and random forests perform
classification with bagging algorithm.
The equation of random forests classification shown below:

p( c | v ) 

1 T
 pt ( c | v )
T t 1

(8)

where T is the number of trees in random forests (t∈ {1, 2,..., T}), v is the input feature
vector, c is the class of activity. p(c|v) is the predicted value of posteriori by t-th decision
tree.
Forest structure. The structure of the forest can be changed by altering the maximum
depth of each tree and the maximum number of trees in the forest. Increasing the depth of
each tree results in stronger trees. However, the maximum depth of the tree should be set
in relation to the problem complexity, as shallow trees cannot model the required complex
boundary, whereas allowing too many splits can result in over-training. By increasing the
number of trees, more feature dimension combinations are tested and the generalization of
the forest increases. Adding more trees always increases classification accuracy, until it
converges to the maximum achievable accuracy. However, computation time also
increases linearly with the number of trees.
Randomization. The degree of randomization is the main characteristic of the RF and
needs to be carefully chosen. The degree of randomization is defined as the number of
feature dimensions tested at each split. By growing degree of randomization, the strength
of each split increases, but the correlation between the trees also increases. When degree
of randomization is reduced, individual trees become weaker, but the correlation between
the trees is lower. RF has the best performance when individual trees are strong and the
correlation amongst trees is low, thus the key is to balance both, using the degree of
randomization.
Split function. The amount of randomization in the RF is also influenced by the split
function. The split function optimizes the homogeneity of the train set, commonly
performed by maximizing the Gini index or the Information Gain per split. The most
common split functions distribute samples using a single feature dimension. More
information can be injected into the tree by evaluating more dimensions in each node.
During the course of our experiment, we vary the maximum depth from 4 to 20 and the
maximum allowed trees from 10 to 100 using wavelet features. The accuracy converges at
a depth of 9 and a maximum of 50 trees. It should be noted that the result stays constant
when increasing the depth or maximum number of trees beyond the values depicted in the
graph. Literature states that increasing the number of trees will increase the generalization
accuracy until a maximum is reached, which is confirmed by our experiments.
There are 306 pedestrian samples and 431 non-pedestrian samples to be used for the
train experiment. The feature vector is sent into RF classifier to train. When the image is
detected, the object segmentation is first made by maximum entropy threshold to get
candidate regions. Then the sub-image of candidate region is normalized to 30×16 size
with histogram equalization, and transformed into feature vector. The candidate region is
recognized by the trained random forest classifier.

5. Experiments Results
To evaluate our proposed method, we have used part images of OTCBVS (Object
Tracking and Classification Beyond the Visible Spectrum) Benchmark Dataset [24] and
Terravic Motion IR Database [25]. The image sizes of two database are 360×240 and
320×240 separately. All the calculation is implemented by using Matlab 7 on an Intel i5
2.67 G processor with 4 GB memory.
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The test dataset is selected from part of OTCBVS Benchmark Dataset and Terravic
Motion IR Database, which does not overlap with the train dataset. Test dataset includes
single or multiple pedestrian in infrared image. Test dataset is divided into two subdatasets, which are test set 1 and test set 2. Test set 1 is selected from OTCBVS
Benchmark Dataset with 101 images and 386 pedestrians. Test set 2 is selected from
Terravic Motion IR Database with 316 images and 632 pedestrians.
Figure 5 shows detection results of two test sets. The images are source image,
candidate image and final detection image from left to right in every row respectively.
The candidate regions and pedestrians are labelled with rectangle in image. As shown in
Figure 5, although candidate regions include some non-pedestrian by maximum entropy
threshold, they are well judged by trained random forest classifier. It is shown that the
proposed infrared image segment and classification methods are effective.

(a) Result on Test Set 1

(b) Result on Test Set 2

Figure 5. Pedestrian Detection Result
The results of two test sets and average detection time are given in Table 1. As shown
in Table 1, detection rate is equal to or greater than 95.9%. As the image brightness of
pedestrian object is greater than its background on test set 2, and also pedestrian gray is
more uniform than other regions, the detection rate on test set 2 is better than it on test set
1.
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Table 1. Pedestrian Detection Result

Test
set 1
Test
set 2

Image
size

Image
number

Pedestrian
number

False
detection
rate/%

Detection
rate/%

Average
detection
time/s

360×240

101

386

1.8

95.9

0.18

320×240

316

632

2.5

100

0.21

The test image set has a special situation, as shown in Figure 6. Two pedestrians walk
in the opposite direction, and overlap when they meet in the middle of image. After image
is segmented, the candidate regions may include two overlapping pedestrians. It is hard to
separate overlapping pedestrian region into two pedestrians. In fact, we need only locate
the position of pedestrian, and do not care about the number of the pedestrian at the
position. While the overlapping pedestrian region is trained by RF classifier, it can get the
correct result.

Figure 6. Overlapping pedestrian detection result of test set 2
There is some error in the test set 1 that some pedestrian candidates do not detect. This
is mainly because the quality of some images in test set 1 is poor and pedestrian object is
very small with uneven gray. Also, there is some false detection in test set 2, but it is low.
The average detection time is 0.1~0.3 second in Matlab, and detection time can be
shortened in other real-time system. The proposed method fully satisfies real time need
according to the experiment results.
Compared with the classical method HOG+SVM [20] which was used by Dalal and
Triggs for pedestrian detection, as shown in Table 2, our method gets better result. The
detection rate of HOG+SVM is 93.8% in the Test set 1 while detection rate of our method
is 95.9%. Also false detection rate of HOG+SVM are higher than the rate of our method.
For the characteristic of Infrared image, the Infrared image of the dataset has not rich
gradient information, and gradient information of image is extracted by HOG. Therefore
the HOG feature is not suitable for classification and recognition in the Infrared image of
the dataset. Our wavelet feature includes four kinds of information, which have high
discriminability for recognition. Random forest classifier and SVM have similar
performance. Nevertheless data preprocessing will be necessary for the SVM, while it
will not be necessary random forest classifier.
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Table 2. Results of Different Methods
HOG+SVM[20]
Our method

False detection rate/%
2.8
1.8

Detection rate/%
93.8
95.9

6. Conclusions
The applications of pedestrian detection in infrared image are becoming increasingly
wider. Infrared image is formed by infrared thermal imaging technology, and it is hardly
influenced by illumination and weather et al. For body temperature is higher than
environmental temperature, threshold segment method is efficient way to obtain
interesting candidate regions. Entropy is the good segment method as it represents
distribution of target and background. The method based on maximum entropy threshold
obtains good ROIs with less time. The feature is extracted by wavelets from ROIs and is
suitable for classification in the Infrared image of the dataset.
About the classifier, the random forest and SVM have no obvious difference in
generalization capability for two-classification problem. Also two classifier have no
obvious difference in robustness for noise of the data classes. However data preprocessing
will be necessary for the SVM, while it will not be necessary for random forest classifier.
The experiment results show that the method is efficient to detect pedestrians in the
Infrared image.
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